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WWII Survivor Writes Novel Based on Experiences
Characters’ Lives Depict Struggles Faced Around the World During Hitler’s Rule

Miriam Sobel knows first-hand the hardships caused by the horrific rule of Hitler during World War II. Based on many of her family’s and her own childhood experiences during the war, this author created her first novel, Worlds Apart—a fictional account of one family’s challenges during the Nazi era.

Worlds Apart is an engrossing story depicting two brothers in America, Zalman and Jacob, who face, in their affluent lives, deceit, romantic and business betrayal and bitterness. Meanwhile their sister, Galina, struggles to escape the Nazis in Poland, and later, in war-torn Russia, forges a deep and lasting bond with her husband and young daughter. Sobel takes readers on an epic journey through this family’s contrasting triumphs and struggles, as each obstacle creates greater perseverance and closeness to each other far greater than they expected.

The action in Worlds Apart alternates between Europe and the United States, interweaving the lives of the brothers in America with their sister in Poland and Russia. Their unique stories of surviving hardship illustrate the many challenges faced worldwide during World War II.

“The Americans felt the hardships of World War II, with many lives being sacrificed at the front,” says Sobel. “In contrast, the lives of the European family became a never-ending catastrophe as they tried to escape certain death at the hands of the Nazis and searched for a safe haven.”

Through her life-like characters, Sobel takes readers on a journey through the drama of each family member’s life, with a personal touch felt as each page is turned. Her easy-to-read style engages readers in an intriguing tale of survival during one of the most devastating time periods in history.

About the Author
Miriam Sobel completed her higher education in the United States, receiving a B.A. in Economics and Masters of Science in Education. Worlds Apart is her first novel. Sobel currently resides with her husband in New Jersey.
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